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This rack is made of 304 Stainless Steel, no rust ever!

The Rodent 824-20 rack was initially designed to be used for small grow out rat colonies. If you want to 
organize your rodents this rack is an awesome fit for you. This rack is also great for African soft furs, ham-
sters, or rats if you want to give your breeding colonies a little extra room.

This rack is also perfect for a Freedom Breeder Rack systematic rodent breeding style. The Cycle begins 
once your mothers are pregnant, you use our Rodent 1050 to put your pulled moms to give birth and 
nurse their pinkies to weaned, away from other females and males. The next step is to move them to this 
rack (Rodent 824-20) with their mothers to raise them to smalls.

*Any comments or suggestions on this Instructions Manual please send us an
email to manuel@freedombreeder.com

Caution

Channels and backstops have sharp edges, take precautions.
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*Any extra items purchased can be found on your invoice.
*Packing list may vary depending on your order. 

PART # DESCRIPTION QTY

Rodent 824-20 Stainless Steel Levels 81

FB20 Semi Clear Tubs 242

Water System 13

Stainless Steel Removable Inserts 244

Base Frame 15

4” Heavy Duty Casters (Nuts and Bolts Included) 46

Requirements

Two persons
*Recommended

1/2” Socket Cutter GlovesRatchet
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Continue to step 3

STEP 2. Parts

The Rodent 824-20 is packed in a cardboard carton and 
plastic wrap for protection during shipment. Carefully 
unpack the items and remove the pallet.

Notice that the Rodent 824-20 is almost assembled.

Note: If you detect any issue or damage at the moment of 
the delivery please contact us before you accept the 
shipment.

Count all parts to make sure nothing is missing.

See Packing list for Descriptions and Quantities.
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STEP 4. Stacking the levels

Notice that the rack may or may not had the casters 
installed.

In case they have been installed, you just need to turn 
upside down the frame with the casters to the correct 
position.

In case the casters are not installed:

1.- Find the casters, nuts, and bolts.
2.- Insert the bolts into the holes in the lower frame.
3.- Using the ratchet and the 1/2" socket, tighten the 
caster with the bolts on each corner of the frame until the 
bolts are flush to the tubing of the frame.

Note: Make sure to put all the nuts and bolts included (3 
per caster) and not overtighten the nuts.

Stacked the levels over the base frame with the casters 
installed. You don't have to use tools on this step.

Continue to step 5
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Insert the trays thru the channels on each level.

STEP 5. Trays

Continue to step 7

STEP 6. Water system

Find the extra tube included to connect the water lines 
already installed.

Depending on your choice, you can use a Pressure
regulator or a Gravity system.

For the Gravity system, put the bucket on top of your 
rack and let the gravity distribute the water into the water 

lines.
In the case of using a Pressure regulator, connect the 

water lines into the main pipe previously connected to the 
pressure regulator.
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1.       Please run water through your new racking systems for a day before placing rodents or
          bedding in the rack.

2.       Check for any disconnected tubing.

3.       Adjust valves by hand to stop any leak and test again for another day. (Do not tighten with
          tools!)

This test is to avoid flooding your rodents.

STEP 8. Water system test

Place the leg covers to the frames taking care of leaving enough space for the water tube.

STEP 7. Water system cover (If bought)
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ATTENTION CUSTOMERS:

Please inform the appropriate personnel to always INSPECT YOUR SHIPMENT for damage PRIOR to 
signing the delivery receipt. If there is obvious damage, do not accept the shipment without 
NOTING IN DETAIL and taking pictures of the damage on ALL copies of the carrier's delivery 
receipt. Please have the freight driver SIGN ALL COPIES to acknowledge your damage notation.

-Thank You!

Visit our Website, Facebook page and Instagram

@freedombreederwww.freedombreeder.com /freedombreeder


